Problems with tense marking in children with specific language impairment: not how but when
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Many children with specific language impairment (SLI) have persisting problems in the correct use of verb tense, but there has been disagreement as to the underlying reason. When we take into account studies using receptive as well as expressive language tasks, the data suggest that the difficulty for children with SLI is in knowing when to inflect verbs for tense, rather than how to do so. This is perhaps not surprising when we consider that tense does not have a transparent semantic interpretation, but depends on complex relationships between inflections and hierarchically organized clauses. An explanation in terms of syntactic limitations contrasts with a popular morpho-phonological account, the Words and Rules model. This model, which attributes problems to difficulties with applying a rule to generate regular inflected forms, has been widely applied to adult-acquired disorders. There are striking similarities in the pattern of errors in adults with anterior aphasia and children with SLI, suggesting that impairments in appreciation of when to mark tense may apply to acquired as well as developmental disorders.

1. Introduction

When children first learn to talk, they don’t just imitate the speech they hear: their output reflects limitations of their immature language. Verbs are a particularly rich source of errors. Sometimes we see bare stem errors, where the inflection is simply omitted, as in ‘John go there’ or ‘Yesterday Daddy run the marathon’. In addition, we may see overregularization of an irregular verb, such as ‘I runned home’ or ‘Mummy drived her car’. Both types of error have stimulated theorizing about the underlying nature of the child’s grammatical difficulties, but despite many years of research, there is still debate as to their origins.

Problems with verb inflections are seen in typical development and are also a striking feature of both developmental language disorders [1] and some types of acquired aphasia [2]. My main focus here is on English-speaking children with specific language impairment (SLI), a condition that is diagnosed when language is out of step with other aspects of development for no obvious reason. Encouraged, however, by the integrative spirit of this special issue, I briefly consider whether insights from the study of children might also help us to understand abnormal use of verbal inflections in acquired aphasia.

2. How is tense acquired?

Figure 1 shows a schematic sequence for acquisition of grammar inspired by Edelman & Waterfall [3] and Tomasello [4]. Stages are shown to illustrate the kinds of internal representations that predominate at different points in development, but transition from one to the next is assumed to be gradual.

As the child hears more and more language, patterns are identified, so that lexical items can be grouped into syntactic categories that can occupy specific slots in sentence frames (stage II). For instance, the child who hears ‘Mummy is eating’, ‘Daddy is coming’, ‘Mummy is waiting’, ‘Baby is eating’ and so
forms, so that the pattern can be detected.

acquiring a critical mass of inflected and uninflected verb

tense -ed, which in English is often unstressed and not per-
plex feature of grammar, for two reasons. First, the functional
importance of a tense inflection is much harder to deduce
than that of a semantically transparent inflection such as

This has been termed the ‘phonological deficit hypothesis’
[7]. If the child fails to parse an inflected verb into stem
and inflection, then lexical representations of verbs may
remain at stage II and this will impair ability to learn the
significance of inflections.

A similar outcome could arise if, despite identifying phonological segments, there was a problem in identifying
regularities in the input, so that Verb + -ed was not recognized
as a recurring pattern. Gopnik & Crago [8] suggested that such
an account might explain problems with grammatical features
in members of a three-generational family affected with
an inherited form of SLI. Specifically, they proposed that affected
individuals ‘...have a learning mechanism that sees each word
as an independent item that must be learned and entered into a
lexicon that specifies its grammatical properties and meaning’,
and they ‘do not have the normal language-learning mechan-
ism...that would allow them...to construct inflectional paradigms on the basis of regularities hypothesised from the
observed linguistic evidence’ (p. 47). Others, coming from
a very different perspective, have proposed rather similar
ideas without assuming that the problem is specific to gram-
mar. Rather, it has been suggested that inability to detect
recurring syntactic patterns might be part of a broader diffi-
culty with statistical learning [9]. We can see, then, that there
are several reasons—perceptual limitations, poor phonological
segmentation and a deficit in identifying linguistic regu-
larities—all of which could lead to delays in identifying
patterns of regular inflection.

According to the timeline shown in figure 1, irregular past
tense verbs would only be identified as tensed forms once the
child had isolated the -ed morpheme from regular verbs and
identified some of the syntactic and semantic features associ-
ated with it. These same features could then be stored in the
lexicon with the irregular verb. Thus, the child would start
out at stage II with a single, lexical means of representing verbs,
inflected or not, with syntactic features becoming established
at stage III, as more and more regular verbs are encountered.

But how does the child identify the conditions under
which inflections are obligatory? Tense is a particularly com-
plicated feature of grammar, for two reasons. First, the functional
significance of a tense inflection is much harder to deduce
than that of a semantically transparent inflection such as
noun plural -s. Although -ed indicates past tense of a verb,
it does not always correspond to past time: for instance, we
say ‘I saw him jump’ or ‘I wanted to escape’ rather than ‘I
saw him jumped’ or ‘I wanted to escaped’, even though
the jumping or escaping is in the past. In a passive construc-
tion, we may use an -ed inflected verb for a current event or
future event, e.g. ‘The dog is being/will be groomed by the
man’. Second, for most inflections, there are reliable local
cues that determine grammaticality; for instance, consistency of verb—subject agreement in number makes it easy to learn
that some sequences such as ‘they comes’ or ‘he am going’
are ungrammatical. In English, local cues are not, however,
a reliable guide to the contrast between finite (tensed) and
infinite (bare stem) verb forms. First, in emphatic, question
and negative sentences, tense is marked on an auxiliary
verb rather than the main verb, and in some contexts, notably
3. How is tense marking applied once language has been learned?

Figure 2 shows stages in producing a tense-inflected verb. This model, which is based on the Words and Rules view of language processing, distinguishes between processing of irregular verbs, which are represented as inflected forms in the lexicon, and regular verbs, where the regular form is assembled by rule [10]. This separation of processing routes is not universally accepted [11] but will serve the purpose here of indicating stages in processing that could be affected in a child who made errors in inflecting verbs. Problems in marking inflections will arise if there is a failure of learning at any stage—if knowledge of syntax is deficient (step 1), if lexical representations of irregulars are missing (step 2) or if knowledge of the past tense -ed rule is shaky (step 3). A key point, however, is that grammatical errors need not be a sign of poor learning; a person may make errors in the course of computing a linguistic representation: at the stage of assigning grammatical features (step 1), looking up an entry in the lexicon (step 2), combining a stem with an inflection (step 3) or assembling a motor programme to articulate a phonological sequence (step 4).

We may draw an analogy with a person presented with a sequence of arithmetic problems in rapid succession. Even if she was fully familiar with basic arithmetic, she would make mistakes if the presentation rate made it hard to solve one question before the next one came along. In the context of verb inflections, the notion is that cognitive resources are consumed by the process of generating a sentence in real time, and tense inflections may be particularly vulnerable when resources are limited [12].

4. Evaluating the evidence

We turn now to consider evidence for different explanations for children’s problems with tense marking. This takes three forms: performance on production tasks, performance on receptive language tasks and correlational evidence.

(a) Past tense inflections in SLI. Language production

(i) Elicitation tasks

In a typical elicitation task [13], an introductory sentence is used, such as ‘Every day I eat some chips. Just like every day, yesterday I …‘ with the expected completion ‘ate some chips’. This type of format has been used with regular and irregular verbs, and with novel (nonsense) verbs. Comparison of these verb types is complicated by the fact that an incorrect response to an irregular verb can take the form of a bare stem or an overregularization (e.g. ‘falled’). As noted by Rice et al. [14], children with SLI produce correctly inflected irregular verbs at a similar rate to typically developing children who are 2 years younger. However, they are significantly less likely than these younger children to produce overregularizations, instead producing a high proportion of bare stems. If we focus only on whether tense is marked in obligatory contexts, children with SLI show a substantial impairment even relative to younger control children who are similar on measures of overall language ability (‘language-matched’ controls). This is a particularly stringent comparison: where age-matched controls are used, the observed deficits are even more striking, but one often sees ceiling effects in the controls. Figure 3 shows a forest plot, depicting effect size when comparing past tense marking by children with SLI relative to...
language-matched controls. For this plot, irregular verbs were treated as correctly inflected if the child used either the correct irregular form, or an overregularization with -ed (e.g. ‘runned’). The first point to note is that these data confirm that problems with past tense inflections are a striking feature of children with SLI: the effect sizes are typically close to 1.0. A study with a smaller effect size compared 13-year-olds with SLI with language-matched controls some 7 years younger [15]. The second point is that the deficit is apparent for regular and irregular verbs: for both verb types, children with SLI are more likely than language-matched controls to produce bare stems in contexts where an inflected form is required. The difference between regular and irregular verbs varies from study to study; this may well depend on verb-specific effects [21]. We know that children’s ability to produce inflections is influenced by factors such as the frequency of the stem, frequency of the inflected form, phonological composition of the stem and inflected form and phonemic aspects of the verb [16,17,22–24]. Although recent studies have attempted to control for such factors, we can never be sure that we have equated items sets on all relevant variables [21]. Data in this field are seldom analysed to test for item-specific effects, but in one study where this was done, an effect of verb regularity that was significant by subjects was not significant by items [19]. In other words, the difference between irregular and regular verbs was not consistent across verbs, but depended on the specific words used.

Difficulties with applying the -ed inflection to verbs were shown to be syntax specific in an ingenious experiment by Leonard et al. [18]. They showed that children with SLI were more likely than language-matched controls to omit -ed on verbs in both past tense and passive participle contexts (e.g. ‘the spoon got washed by the bunny’), but their performance was significantly better in the passive sentences.

A further point to note is that children with SLI are able to apply an appropriate inflection in a rule-based fashion. Although their performance on elicitation tasks is very poor relative to controls, they nevertheless inflect some verbs correctly, even when the verb is an unfamiliar nonsense form: for instance, re-analysis of data from the study by Norbury et al. [20] revealed that all children with SLI produced a correctly inflected form for at least one nonword, and the mean score was 5.17 of 16 nonwords correct (s.d. = 4.00). Furthermore, overregularizations, although uncommon, were seen for irregular verbs (see also [25]).

(ii) Sentence repetition
In a repetition task, the phonological form is provided and the only requirement is to copy it. Such tasks place minimal demands on grammatical or lexical processing, and it might seem that they should be difficult only if there are deficits at the output phonological stage. However, the simplicity of the task is rather misleading, and it is well established that ability to repeat a sentence is related to ability to process its syntactic structure [26].

Dalal & Loeb [27] were interested in whether the perceptual salience of an inflected verb affected accuracy of children’s repetition. They studied 10 children with SLI aged from 4 to 6 years. Children were asked to repeat 10 sentences with sentence-internal verbs, e.g. ‘She skated on the ice’, and 10 sentences of the same length, with the same verbs in final position, e.g. ‘The tall thin girl skated’. All verbs had a syllabic -ed ending. Accuracy was significantly higher for the sentence-final verbs, and the authors concluded that the results supported Leonard’s surface account of morphological errors [6]. However, misperception of inflectional endings could not account for all the data: 46% of errors involved producing either the wrong verb or a verb with a present progressive tense marking, and 21% involved verb omission, leaving only 32% of bare stem errors. Also, the 10 children had been selected as doing poorly on production of verb inflections in a pretest, yet three of them made no errors on the repetition task, and only four children made three or more errors in 20 items, indicating that repetition is easier than elicited production. No controls were tested, and so it is not possible to tell whether the effect of verb salience was an unusual feature of SLI or a normal developmental phenomenon. Overall, this study shows that repetition of an inflected verb is affected by sentence position, but it does not demonstrate that perceptual difficulties are an adequate explanation for problems with verb inflections in SLI.

(iii) Written language
Written language is of interest because, although it develops out of spoken language, it places different demands on processing. On the one hand, we might expect children to do better in producing inflected forms that they know, given that phonological production and poor perceptual ability are unlikely to be an issue, and there is less time pressure than with speech. On the other hand, if a child is still learning to be literate, combining the task of retrieving spellings and formulating sentences with computing correct inflectional endings may be more taxing than in talking. Windsor et al. [28] obtained evidence that production of inflections in written language was indeed particularly difficult for children with SLI. They compared written and spoken language samples from 10- to 12-year olds with SLI with those of both age-matched controls and language-matched controls some 2 years younger. Neither control group made many grammatical errors. The SLI group made substantially more grammatical errors in their written samples than in the spoken samples, with past tense omissions being the commonest form of error (affecting 26% of verbs in obligatory contexts).

(b) Past tense inflections in SLI. Receptive language tasks
(i) Grammaticality judgement
A grammaticality judgement task—determining whether a sentence like ‘Yesterday John go to school’ is grammatical—can be used to test whether the child has syntactic knowledge of tense marking.

van der Lely & Ullman [29] compared 12 children with SLI aged 9–12 years with typically developing control groups of different ages, including one group who were 5 years younger and who performed at a comparable level on a test of sentence comprehension. The children with SLI were substantially more likely than controls to accept an ungrammatical finite sentence containing a verb stem. This contrasted with their responses to made-up irregular forms, for example ‘leck’ for ‘looked’, which they overwhelmingly rejected. In a similar vein, Rice et al. [30] presented children with a range of grammatical and ungrammatical sentences, including sentences with bare stems, for example ‘Maybe
he need a Band-Aid’. Some sentences included additional information to indicate a third person singular context, e.g. ‘He look happy now’, and others involved omission of inflected copula or auxiliary (‘He brown’, ‘He running away’). These items were treated together as instances where the error involved failure to apply finite verb marking. Acceptance of grammatically erroneous forms was high relative to controls on these items, but not for other errors, such as failure of agreement (e.g. ‘I likes toast’) or dropping of -ing (‘He is run’). This pattern of results was replicated by Redmond & Rice [31], who studied processing of irregular verbs. They found 8-year olds with SLI were more likely than control 6-year olds to accept uninflected verbs in finite verb positions. Subsequently, Miller et al. [32] showed that 16-year olds with SLI were less sensitive than age-matched controls to grammaticality violation, including omission of tense markers. Overall, these results provide evidence that omission of inflectional endings by children with SLI cannot be attributed simply to problems at the stage of phonological output. Nor are difficulties confined to regular inflections.

(ii) Word monitoring

Montgomery & Leonard [33] used a reaction time task where children were required to respond as fast as possible to a target word in a heard sentence. The target word was preceded by a verb that was either inflected appropriately or was an (ungrammatical) bare stem. Control 6-year olds and 8-year olds responded more slowly when an obligatory inflection was omitted in the preceding verb. By contrast, 8-year olds with SLI were insensitive to this factor, despite showing good ability to detect ungrammaticality of similar items in an offline grammaticality judgement task (in contrast to other studies). Similar findings on a word-monitoring task were reported for 16-year olds with SLI insensitivity to ungrammaticality was evident only when this involved omission of verb tense inflection [34].

(c) Correlational evidence

SLI is seldom as specific as the label suggests and it is not uncommon to find co-occurring problems in non-linguistic domains, as well as a range of non-grammatical language deficits. It has been argued, however, that neither auditory impairments [35] nor non-verbal ability or receptive vocabulary [36] predict which children have problems with grammatical morphology. Phonological short-term memory (as assessed by nonword repetition) is a strong correlate of SLI, but there is only a weak relationship with omission of verb inflections [37].

5. Integrating the evidence

We shall now consider the evidence in relation to the model shown in figure 2, to see how far the errors made by children can be attributed to a deficit at a specific stage of processing.

(a) Phonological formulation (step 4)

There is ample evidence that phonological complexity does impact on children’s ability to produce past tense verbs [24,38], but phonological formulation problems cannot account for the range of deficits seen in SLI on tasks such as grammaticality judgement, word monitoring and written language. Nor can this account explain why production of the same phonological form is more accurate when it corresponds to a passive participle rather than a past tense verb [18].

(b) Application of morpho-phonological rule (step 3)

There are several lines of evidence against a morpho-phonological explanation for tense errors in SLI. First, there is clear evidence for problems with irregular as well as regular past tense in elicitation tasks. Furthermore, children with SLI show some ability to apply a morphological rule, such as add -ed to a verb, as evidenced by their ability to inflect nonsense words and to overregularize irregular verbs. Finally, problems are not confined to tasks involving word production, but also occur on grammaticality judgement and word-monitoring tasks.

Could we nevertheless argue that complexity at the morpho-phonological level affects children’s ability to process tense inflections? Sentence comprehension requires the child to parse incoming input in real time. If the child’s language processor was unable to keep up with an incoming stream of words, then online syntactic interpretation might be disrupted, with inflections being particularly vulnerable to omission from a parsed representation [39]. This account, however, would predict insensitivity to inflections in general, and this is not seen [40]. Furthermore, adolescents with SLI showed normal reaction times in a word-monitoring task [34], contradicting the notion that they suffer from generally slowed receptive language processing.

(c) Lexical entries for irregular forms (step 2)

This stage of processing is not generally regarded as a plausible explanation for tense errors in SLI, because knowledge of regular verb inflections is not a specific source of difficulty, but is in line with general language ability [14].

(d) Failure to assign grammatical feature of tense (step 1)

The pattern of errors observed in grammaticality judgement and word-monitoring tasks, plus the frequency of bare stem errors on irregular as well as regular verbs suggest that the problem for children with SLI is in knowing when to apply tense marking, rather than with how to do so. In other words, the problem is with syntax rather than morpho-phonological rules.

So, we are left with the question of why this aspect of grammar is disproportionately hard for children with SLI. Here, we find very different answers depending on the theoretical background of those proposing an account.

(e) Domain-general learning accounts: perception, memory and statistical learning

As illustrated in the early stages of figure 1, to acquire language, the child must be able to distinguish salient features in the input and remember sequences of words. This raises the possibility that language acquisition could be disrupted by difficulty in perceiving, segmenting or remembering heard speech. Could such disruption be the root cause of problems with past tense? One piece of evidence that goes against such an explanation is the finding that children with mild-to-moderate hearing loss do not typically have the kinds of tense-marking problems that are seen in SLI, even though they do poorly on
tests of speech perception and phonological short-term memory [20]. The weak relationship between tense-marking errors and poor phonological short-term memory (nonword repetition) in SLI is further evidence against this account [37].

(f) A competence account: the extended optional infinitive

The difficulty of learning tense marking via local dependencies between words is one reason why generative linguists have argued for principles of Universal Grammar; normal learning mechanisms, it is argued, could not accomplish this feat, and so there must be innate knowledge of a grammatical feature such as tense.

According to a popular generative account, the child comes to the language-learning task armed with knowledge about the grammatical options available in different languages. Mastery of tense is achieved when exposure to language input triggers one setting or another of a parameter that specifies how tense is represented in that language. Triggering, however, implies a fairly abrupt transition from inaccurate to accurate tense usage, which is not what is seen in typical development. For a language such as English, the problem is dealt with by proposing that the distinction the child learns is between optional versus obligatory marking of tense in finite contexts [41].

To explain SLI, the proposal is that an optional setting for tense persists well beyond the usual age [42], hence this is known as the Extended Optional Infinitive account of SLI. Specifically, it is proposed that the parameter setting for tense undergoes maturation, and that this maturational process is delayed in some children—those with SLI.

An optionality account regards syntactic competence in SLI as immature. This is consistent with observations that these children go through a stage where they produce a mixture of correctly and incorrectly tensed verbs, but they seldom apply tense marking in appropriate syntactic contexts [40]. However, one piece of evidence is hard to accommodate within such a theory: children and adolescents with SLI perform far worse than controls when asked to judge sentences such as

*He made the robot fell into the pool,*

where they tend to accept sentences with finite verbs as grammatical [31,32]. The theory predicts that finite or non-finite verbs will be seen in finite contexts, but only non-finite verbs should be seen in non-finite contexts, and so it has difficulty explaining such a result. It should, however, be noted that children’s apparent insensitivity to this kind of grammatical error is unexpected, as they do not make similar errors in their own speech [31]. Furthermore, adolescents with SLI showed sensitivity to this kind of grammatical error on a word-monitoring task [30].

(g) An explanation in terms of computational complexity

van der Lely [35] introduced the notion that at least some subtypes of SLI are due to deficits affecting syntactic, morphological or phonological computations. She argued that all these components of language are characterized by recursion and hierarchical non-local dependencies, and that problems with marking past tense could reflect difficulties at one or all of these levels. Although her account was derived from a generative perspective, the proposed problem is not with a specific parameter of the grammar, so much as in carrying out complex computations. Nevertheless, van der Lely argued that the underlying deficit was domain specific, insofar as it was not caused by a more general impairment in auditory or memory processing. A syntactic deficit in computational complexity would be expected to affect all aspects of grammar that required complex computations of nonlinear structure. As she noted, children with SLI do indeed have problems that extend beyond tense: they have difficulty understanding passives, producing questions and assigning pronominal reference as well.

(h) An alternative domain-general performance account

According to van der Lely [35], computational operations, such as recursion or identification of hierarchical non-local dependencies, are quintessentially linguistic, and her postulated deficit in computational complexity is seen as domain specific. Such a view, however, has been challenged by Ullman & Pierpont [43], who have suggested that grammar is handled by a procedural learning system that is also implicated in sequential learning in other domains. According to this view, problems with tense marking could be due to a deficiency in a domain-general system that plays a key role in language learning and online language processing, but which is also involved in other tasks such as explicit learning of motor sequences. In recent years, several studies have found evidence compatible with this account, documenting deficiencies in non-verbal sequential motor learning in SLI [44–47]. Furthermore, although specific links with tense marking have not yet been demonstrated, some correlations have been documented between impaired motor sequence learning and grammatical abilities [44,45]. Such evidence suggests that there may be a domain-general sequence extraction mechanism that plays a role in online production and comprehension of complex language—similar to the computational complexity account of van der Lely [35], but not linguistically specific.

6. Implications for tense errors in acquired aphasia

One needs to be cautious of drawing parallels between acquired and developmental disorders [48]. Nevertheless, where similar phenomena are seen in children and adults, theories and methodologies can evolve quite separately, and it can be instructive to compare and contrast. For acquired disorders, the distinction between regular and irregular past tense verbs has been a major focus of attention and a great deal of debate has centred around the extent to which the Words and Rules account of language processing can account for the observed phenomena [10]. According to this account, there are two distinct systems used in past tense formation—one involves applying a rule to generate past tense from a base form and the other involves looking up an inflected form in the mental lexicon. Data from people with acquired language disorders have been used as evidence for this duality, on the basis that one can find instances of double dissociation: one group of people has problems predominantly with irregular inflection, whereas another group shows greater impairment with regulars. According to Pinker & Ullman [10], these correspond to deficits in the lexicon for the first group and the
rule-based grammatical system for the second group. This interpretation has, however, been challenged by those who question the neat divide between two processing routes and who argue that phonological problems in production or perception could be responsible for the disproportionate problems with regular past tense seen in some people with aphasia [49].

The data from the cases reported by Ullman et al. [2] suggest, however, that those with anterior lesions, like children with SLI, may have problems in knowing when to mark tense. Data were reported for one case with a circumscripted frontal lesion, and five others with larger lesions. The prediction was that these individuals should perform worse at inflecting regular than irregular forms, should not overregularize and should be unable to apply past tense -ed to novel verbs. While it was true that the percentage of correctly inflected verbs was numerically greater for irregular than regular verbs, performance on irregular verbs was not impressive (55% correct for irregular and 20% for regular). For irregular as well as regular verbs, there were instances of unmarked forms (15% for irregular verbs versus 33% for regular verbs) or inappropriate application of the -ing inflection (6% of irregular verbs and 11% of regular verbs). This kind of evidence suggests that at least part of the failure to use correct inflections involves problems in understanding the syntactic context that obligates tense marking, rather than just knowing how to mark tense.

Similar points were made by Druks [50], in a case study of a man with Broca’s aphasia and phonological dyslexia. Although on some tasks he made more errors on regular than irregular past tense verbs, his performance with irregular verbs was far from perfect and much worse than his performance with simple content words. Furthermore, performance with verb past tense inflections was worse than with noun inflections, derivational morphemes or present progressive -ing. Finally, the impairments with verb tense extended to comprehension and recognition tasks. The results of this case suggest that, as with SLI, an explanation in terms of syntactic impairment does a better job of explaining the pattern of errors than one that focuses on the morpho-phonological or phonological levels.

The careful and painstaking research that has been conducted on SLI and acquired aphasia over the past two decades confirms that tense marking is often an area of particular difficulty. I have attempted to pull together the evidence from SLI and concluded that there is an underlying problem with syntax, rather than only with morphology or phonology. This is not to exclude a role of morphological or phonological deficits—it is quite likely that more than one linguistic system is affected and this may vary from child to child [35]. Insofar as tense is implicated, we need to recognize that an explanation in terms of syntax need not commit us to a generative view that attributes development to setting of a parameter of Universal Grammar. An explanation couched in terms of problems in extraction of hierarchical structure from sequential input may have a better chance of explaining the full pattern of linguistic strengths and weaknesses.
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